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Stories
Automotive Shop
If you go to the Auto Shop, you’ll find
they’re selling ‘Driving Simulator’ time. The
simulator’s purpose is to teach citizens about
the dangers of distracted driving. “The best
part about the simulator is the driving
because we’re not old enough to drive a real
car yet.” Is owner Jared Curcio’s opinion
about the best part of the simulator. One run
cost $5.00. They also sell Key Chains for
$3.00 and sell Air Fresheners for $3.50.
Non Profit
Organization
The Non-Profit
Organization is aiming
to save the turtles with
the money they make.
Employee Brandy says
the best thing about
their business is that
people get something
out of it, and so do
turtles. They sell paper
frogs for $3.00, paper
Ladybugs for $5.00,
paper flowers for
$6.00, and paper
hearts for $2.00.

Advertisements 2
Wellness Center

Nature Shop

At the R.E.C.K Wellness Center we sell stress balls,
awareness pins, and worry beads. Also we provide
health insurance and chair massages. Make sure to
stop at the RECK Wellness Center during your brake
or lunch to get your health insurance so if you get sick
you don’t have to pay a large amount of money. We
look forward to your visit!

The Nature Shop is great for anyone ages 3+. Our
great products are cheap and exciting in many
ways. Our workers meet anyone’s expectations
with nice manners. Come on down to the Nature
Shop where the prices are reasonable, the
products are amazing, and the workers are even
better!

Web News

National Grid Utility Company

The only place to get news that’s written down! Now,
you don’t have to sit and watch TV until the news
comes on, or until the news reporter FINALLY tells
you what you want to hear! Now, you can just pick
up a newspaper at the store and read it in your own
time! We cover everything from college graduations
to crimes! Want the daily feed? World Wide Web will
meet your needs!

The KAMC utility company is responsible for the
billing of all the electricity used in Enterprise
America. We have a variety of different energy
options to the businesses. We also research and
post the weather for all the citizens. We also read
meters and generate bills based on the energy
usage of each business and rent is collected for
building use. Without us your life will have no
light.

Sign Shop
If you want a sign, we have the time! We sell
business signs, greeting cards, and our favorite
custom door hangers! Also remember, “Just stop
your crying, it’s the sign of the times, where if you
want a sign, we got the time!” Also, stop on down
and ask how to get a custom door hanger for a great
price! So, hurry on down to “Sign Time!”
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What is to be featured in the next
edition of Web News?
In the next edition of Web News
you should be expecting many new
features including argumentative
topics, trending new topics and more
exciting news! At Web news we will
do our best to make you feel good
and make are news fun to read! We
guarantee the truth! And in order to
make news article’s that are the truth
we need to interview businesses and
need their support so super big
thank you to the broadcast center
because they shouted us out. Also
come check them out, they offer for
you to make a song decision.
o.advertizment shoutour.
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